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Windy days and stormy nights bludgeoned by the crackling lightning overtakes
the pleasure of rainfall. Such is the cycle of life that within the seeds of

fruition dwell the folds of extinction. 
 

The country and the world at large has been tossed around by massive masses
of water trouncing hard on an anvil, rendering into splinters the achievements
made true by floods of industry. The entire range of mankind has taken this
brow beating to re- emerge stronger, sturdier and determined even more. The

phoenix does rise so shall the world with its determination and the ever lasting
will to live and prosper.
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PRE PRIMARY
Navratri Special 

GANESH
CHATURTHI 

National Sports
Day Visit to D-Mart

Sports makes

everyone

emotionally

and mentally

strong.

Enriching consumer
awareness among

young minds.

Praying for lifetime

of success and

happiness. 

Dancing makes the
environment Happy!



PRIMARY
INDEPENDENCE

DAY

SOLO

DANCE

Uniting together to express
their love for the nation. 

How
talented
they all

are!

GENERAL QUIZ

Different genders, races
and castes... but we are

one family at last.

 

A little knowledge
that everyone

must have.



Loves cooking,
embroidery and

singing!!

"Your responsibilities
wake you up, not your

alarm."

Know Your Teacher

Independence Day Celebrations

SECONDARY

Their enactment of the freedom struggle was not
only inspiring but reflected the unwavering resolve

of our freedom fighters to gain Independence.

Yumm!! That looks absolutely
tasty.

Celebration of The English Week

#Cooking W
ithout Fire

Students from all classes showcased their talents deftly 
 in various competitions and events.

School's NCC Cadets honouring
 the sacrifice and valour of our Freedom

Fighters. 

 Mrs. Manisha Maniar
Primary Social Science teacher

Part of the DPS Family since '06

Favourite book - You
Can Win

Favourite author -
Sudha Murthy

How do you ignite curiosity in students to learn about the society
around them? 

What has been the most memorable experience for you so
far in these years?

My approach is not conventional, wherein children are forced to memorize
the bookish facts and figures. I go on with an open-minded  general

discussion, so children develop an inclination towards a particular chapter.
When children take interest their grasping power increases and my work

becomes easier.

I don't have a very specific single experience but I feel very pleased when
children whom I have taught in primary, and have now passed 12th or

graduated from their colleges, contact me and share their experiences in
life.

That makes me feel content.

School witnessed an overwhelming participation
from students in celebrating the role of the

English language. Many budding authors and
poets presented their vivid imaginations in the

form of beautiful stories.

Tiny Masterchefs at work to appease the
taste buds with their lip-smacking snacks.


